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We investigate the generation of quantum operations for one-qubit systems under classical Markovian noise
with a 1 / f ␣ power spectrum, where 2 ⬎ ␣ ⬎ 0. We present an efficient way to approximate the noise with a
discrete multistate Markovian fluctuator. With this method, the average temporal evolution of the qubit state
operator under 1 / f ␣ noise can be feasibly determined from recently derived deterministic master equations. We
obtain qubit operations such as quantum memory and the NOT gate to high fidelity by a gradient-based
optimization algorithm. For the NOT gate, the computed fidelities are qualitatively similar to those obtained
earlier for random telegraph noise. In the case of quantum memory, however, we observe a nonmonotonic
dependency of the fidelity on the operation time, yielding a natural access rate of the memory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In solid-state realization of qubits, material-specific fluctuations typically induce the major contribution to the intrinsic noise. Much effort has been focused on the preservation
of the state in a quantum memory in the presence of 1 / f ␣
noise, since this is a ubiquitous form of noise encountered in
solid-state qubit applications such as charge and spin qubits
关1–3兴. Spin qubits such as those formed from donor electronic spins in semiconductors are susceptible to noise deriving from dipolar coupling to environmental nuclear spins.
Recent work has shown that electron donor spins in silicon
are subject to magnetic noise with a 1 / f ␣ spectrum that derives from relaxation of dangling bonds near oxygen vacancies at the Si/ SiO2 interface and that constitutes the dominant mechanism for phase fluctuations of donor spins near
the surface 关4兴. Magnetic noise from electrons in defect
states has also been postulated to be a contributing factor to
1 / f ␣ noise in superconducting devices 关5,6兴. Calculations for
a phosphorus donor in silicon show that the high-frequency
component of the nuclear spin noise on such donors in bulk
is also approximately described by a 1 / f ␣ power spectrum,
although non-Markovian contributions can render this more
complex in certain configurations 关7兴. Closely related to 1 / f ␣
noise is random telegraph noise 共RTN兲, which arises from
the coupling of an individual bistable fluctuator to a qubit
关2,8–14兴. Superposition of multiple RTN sources is one wellknown mechanism for the generation of a 1 / f ␣ noise spectrum 关15–18兴. The current work focuses on the suppression
of qubit dephasing due to 1 / f ␣ noise under conditions of
weak Markovian coupling of the qubit to its environment,
conditions that are well met by the magnetic noise encountered by donor spins in semiconductors. We note that 1 / f ␣
noise is also frequently encountered in Josephson devices,
with measurements of both charge 关19,20兴 and critical current noise 关21,22兴 showing 1 / f ␣ power spectral densities.
Background charge fluctuations resulting in 1 / f ␣ noise spec-
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tra have been identified as responsible for low-frequency
noise in single-electron transistors 关23兴 and are also considered to be the most important source of dephasing in Josephson charge qubits 关19,20,24兴. However, noise in these systems can be dominated by strongly coupled and possibly
non-Markovian fluctuators. In this case, they are not directly
addressable with the methods we present here.
Several approaches to suppress decoherence based on
pulse design have been proposed in the literature 关25–30兴.
Dynamical decoupling schemes average out the unwanted
effects of the environmental interaction through the application of suitable control pulses 关27,28兴. Application of these
schemes often involves hard pulses with instantaneous
switchings and unbounded control amplitudes, resulting in a
limited range of validity. Nevertheless, dynamical decoupling with soft pulses slower than the fastest bath time scale
were recently also shown to reduce the decoherence for 1 / f ␣
noise 关29兴. In Ref. 关30兴, a direct pulse optimization method
restricted to bounded control pulses was developed for
implementing one-qubit operations in a noisy environment.
That initial work on noise suppression addressed the example of a one-qubit system under the influence of classically modeled RTN, such as might arise from a single
bistable fluctuator, and allowed mitigation of decoherence
deriving from Markovian baths with arbitrary noise correlation time.
In this paper, we extend the work of Ref. 关30兴 to suppress
1 / f ␣ noise where 2 ⬎ ␣ ⬎ 0, in the Markovian setting. We
investigate two ways to approximate the 1 / f ␣ noise for computer simulations, namely, the sum of independent RTN fluctuators and a single discrete multistate Markovian noise
source. We show that the single fluctuator provides a much
more efficient way to model 1 / f ␣ noise than independent
RTN fluctuators. Furthermore, the average temporal evolution of the state operator under this Markovian noise can be
exactly described by a set of deterministic master equations
derived in Ref. 关31兴. Using this approach, we avoid the
heavy computational task arising from the numerical evaluation of the state operator averaged over a large number of
different sample paths of the noise as computed in Ref. 关30兴.
This framework will not only significantly accelerate the
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convergence of the control pulse sequence optimization, but
also allows further theoretical analysis. Using these master
equations, we employ gradient-based optimization procedures to obtain pulse sequences that suppress 1 / f ␣ noise for
quantum memory and for a NOT gate. Comparisons with
composite pulses designed to eliminate systematic errors and
with refocusing pulses demonstrate that the numerically optimized pulse sequences yield the highest fidelities. This
method will be applicable to weakly coupled, Markovian
noise sources with corresponding power spectra.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we show how to efficiently approximate 1 / f ␣ noise
in a Markovian setting by a multistate Markovian fluctuator.
In Sec. III, we define the fidelity of qubit operations, review
the master equations describing the average evolution of the
qubit state operator in the presence of the noise, and describe
the numerial optimization procedure. Sections IV and V
present optimized control pulse sequences and the achieved
fidelities for quantum memory and for the NOT gate, respectively. Finally, Sec. VI concludes and indicates further applications of the method.

−⌬k and ⌬k with the correlation time k and a corresponding
transition rate ␥k ⬅ 1 / k. The total noise process appears in
K
k共t兲. Since the RTN
the Hamiltonian 共1兲 as 共t兲 = 兺k=1
sources are independent, Eqs. 共2兲 and 共4兲 yield the autocorrelation function
K

K

k=1

k=1

C共t兲 = 兺 ⌬2k e−2兩t兩/k = 兺 ⌬2k e−2␥k兩t兩 ,

共6兲

and the corresponding power spectral density is given by
K

S共f兲 = 兺

k=1

⌬2k ␥k

␥2k + 共 f兲2

共7兲

.

Introducing the density of transition rates g共␥兲 and expressing the noise strength ⌬ as a function of the transition rate,
we can replace the summation in Eq. 共7兲 by an integration,
which yields
S共f兲 =

冕

␥max

␥min

⌬2共␥兲g共␥兲␥
d␥ ,
␥2 + 共 f兲2

共8兲

II. ONE-QUBIT SYSTEM SUBJECT TO 1 Õ f␣ NOISE

where ␥min and ␥max are the minimum and maximum transition rates in the ensemble, respectively. Provided that

We consider a one-qubit system described by the effective
Hamiltonian

⌬2共␥兲g共␥兲 = 2A/␥ ,

1
1
H = a共t兲x + 共t兲z ,
2
2

where A is a constant, the power spectral density in Eq. 共8兲
becomes 关17兴

共1兲

where a共t兲 僆 关−amax , amax兴 is the external control field applied
along the x direction and 共t兲 is the classical noise signal
perturbing the system along the z direction. Since in real
physical systems there is in general a maximum achievable
coupling between the physical qubit and the external control
fields, this implies that the control field must be bounded.
The noise source 共t兲 can be characterized by its autocorrelation function
1
T→⬁ T

C共t兲 ⬅ 具共0兲共t兲典 = lim

冕

共s兲共s + t兲ds,

冕

⬁

C共t兲e−i2 ftdt.

共3兲

−⬁

For a single RTN source with the amplitude ⌬ and correlation time c, the autocorrelation function is given by 关32兴
CRTN共t兲 = ⌬2e−2兩t兩/c ,

共4兲

and the corresponding power spectral density by
SRTN共f兲 =

⌬ 2 c
.
1 + 共  f  c兲 2

共5兲

A standard way to simulate 1 / f ␣ noise is to use an ensemble
of K independent, uncorrelated RTN processes 关1,15,17兴. Let
k共t兲 be a symmetric RTN signal switching between values

冉 冊册

⯝

A
,
f
共10兲

Thus Eq. 共10兲 yields an approximation to the 1 / f power
spectrum. To generate a general 1 / f ␣ power spectral density
for 2 ⬎ ␣ ⬎ 0, we can choose
⌬2共␥兲g共␥兲 = 2A␥−␣

共2兲

−T/2

冋 冉 冊

2A
␥max
␥min
arctan
− arctan
f
f
f

␥min   f  ␥max .

T/2

the Fourier transformation of which defines the noise power
spectral density as
S共f兲 =

S共f兲 =

共9兲

共11兲

as shown in 关17兴.
Although the above method yields a valid approximation
for the 1 / f ␣ spectrum, it is computationally inefficient. In
particular, the number of distinct noise states increases exponentially with the number of RTN fluctuators, K, i.e., the
number of terms in the sum of Eq. 共7兲 approximating the
1 / f ␣ noise. Since the size of the differential equation system
describing the average qubit dynamics increases linearly
with the number of noise states 关31兴, in practice one has to
restrict the computation to a rather small number of independent RTN fluctuators.
To overcome this problem, we present a conceptually different way of generating the desired 1 / f ␣ noise spectrum
using a single multistate Markovian fluctuator. Consider a
continuous-time Markovian noise process with M discrete
noise states. Let ⌫kj denote the transition rate from the jth to
the kth state. In order to preserve total probability, we must
have
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M

⌫kj = 0
兺
k=1

for all j = 1,2, . . . ,M .

共12兲

Let us assume that the transition rates are symmetric, i.e.,
⌫ = ⌫T. Under this assumption the noise process has a steadystate solution in which the different noise states are equally
probable. In order for the noise to be unbiased, i.e., 具典 = 0,
the amplitudes bk associated with the noise states must satisfy
M

bk = 0.
兺
k=1

共13兲

The autocorrelation of this noise process is given by
C共t兲 = 具共t兲共0兲典 =

1 T ⌫兩t兩
b e b.
M

共14兲

Since ⌫ is symmetric, we can diagonalize it with an orthogonal matrix V as ⌫ = V⌳VT, where the real diagonal matrix
M
carries the eigenvalues of ⌫ in a descending
⌳ = diag兵k其k=1
order. Defining  : = 冑1M VTb, we may rewrite Eq. 共14兲 in the
form of Eq. 共6兲 as
M

T ⌳兩t兩

C共t兲 =  e

 = 兺 2k ek兩t兩 .

共15兲

k=1

In order to use this multistate Markovian fluctuator to approximate 1 / f ␣ noise, we have to choose the eigenvalues k
and the coefficients k such that Eq. 共11兲 is satisfied. Moreover, we must construct the orthogonal matrix V such that
⌫ = V⌳VT satisfies Eq. 共12兲, the amplitudes bk satisfy Eq.
共13兲, and the off-diagonal elements of ⌫ are non-negative. If
this can be accomplished, we have provided an efficient way
to implement 1 / f ␣ noise. Note that the M-state Markovian
fluctuator, Eq. 共15兲, corresponds formally to Eq. 共6兲 with
M − 1 nonvanishing RTN fluctuators, which gives an exponential improvement in the efficiency of the noise approximation.
One way to satisfy the above requirements is to pick an
integer m ⱖ 2, set M = 2m, and choose the eigenvalues as
M
兵k其k=1
= − 2兵0, ␥min, ␥min + ␦, ␥min + 2␦, . . . , ␥max其,

where ␥max = 共M − 2兲␦ + ␥min and 0 ⬍ ␦ ⱕ ␥min. Hence the distribution of the transition rates g共␥兲 is uniform on
关␥min , ␥max兴. Then we set V = H̃ 丢 m, where H̃ is the Hadamard
matrix
H̃ =

冉 冊

1 1 1
冑2 1 − 1 .

Explicit calculation shows that these conditions ensure that
Eq. 共12兲 is satisfied. To fulfill the conditions given by Eqs.
共11兲 and 共13兲, we set 1 = 0 and k = ␥−k ␣/2 for k = 2 , . . . , M,
where ␥k is equal to ␥min + 共k − 2兲␦. It can be shown that this
construction will also produce transition matrices ⌫ with
non-negative off-diagonal elements.

FIG. 1. Logarithm of the power spectral density for five independent RTN fluctuators 共dash-dotted line兲, a multistate Markovian
source corresponding to 31 RTN fluctuators 共solid line兲, and an
ideal 1 / f noise 共dotted line兲. The transition rates of the RTN fluctuators are in both cases distributed uniformly on the interval
关␥0 , 30␥0兴.

Alternatively, we could choose the eigenvalues of ⌫ in
some other fashion and obtain a valid V matrix using numerical optimization. This might result in an even more faithful
approximation of 1 / f ␣ noise.
Figure 1 compares the approximation of the spectral density of 1 / f noise generated by independent RTN sources and
by a multistate Markovian source. For the RTN approach, we
use five independent noise sources, for which the transition
rates ␥k are uniformly distributed in the range 关␥min , ␥max兴
= 关␥0 , 30␥0兴, corresponding to correlation times varying nonuniformly from c = 1 / 共30␥0兲 to c = 1 / ␥0, and for which the
strengths are given by ⌬k = 1 / 冑␥k. This corresponds to 32
distinct noise states. For the multistate fluctuator we use a
32-state noise source, the nonzero eigenvalues k of whose
transition rate matrix ⌫ are distributed uniformly on
关−30␥0 , −␥0兴, and k = 1 / 冑−k. Thus the condition in Eq. 共9兲
is satisfied for both of the approaches and the multistate
noise source has an autocorrelation function and a power
spectral density which are equal to those of a certain ensemble of 31 RTN fluctuators. We employ representations of
similar computational complexity here in order to be able to
assess their relative accuracy for a given computational
effort.
Figure 1 shows that an ensemble of five RTN processes is
not an accurate model for 1 / f noise, whereas a single 32state Markovian noise source is quite accurate. The difference in the accuracy is simply due to the number of parameters available for the approximation. In Fig. 1, the
frequency range over which the approximation is accurate is
relatively short if one considers that the 1 / f ␣ noise detected
in experimental applications often extends over several frequency decades, but this is simply a matter of choosing a
wider range for the eigenvalues of the matrix ⌫. In order to
preserve the accuracy of the approximation, the number of
noise states M in the Markovian source must be correspondingly increased.
For the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of the
numerical optimization algorithm, in the rest of this paper we
will continue to approximate 1 / f ␣ noise by a single Markov-
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ian noise source with 32 levels, with transition rates distributed uniformly over the interval 关␥0 , 30␥0兴. We shall compare different 1 / f ␣ noise sources using their longest
correlation time scale c ⬅ 1 / ␥0 as a parameter, which we
refer to as the characteristic correlation time. The strength of
1
the noise is fixed to 具兩兩典 = 32
兺k兩bk兩 = 0.125amax. Alternatively,
we could use the root mean square scaling, given by 冑具2典
1
= 冑 32
兺kb2k . However, with the construction we employ here,
these are equivalent, i.e., 具兩兩典 ⬇ 0.568冑具2典.

The fidelity function quantifying the overlap between the
desired state f and the actual achieved final state is defined
as

共f,Ea兵0其兲 = Tr关f†Ea兵0其兴,

where 0 is the initial state of the system. To measure how
close the evolution Ea is to the intended quantum gate operation U, we calculate the average of the fidelity
共U0U† , Ea兵0其兲 over all pure initial states 0, and obtain
the gate fidelity function 关30兴

III. QUBIT DYNAMICS AND CONTROL

⌽共U兲 =

In Ref. 关30兴, the temporal evolution of the qubit state
operator was calculated by averaging over 104 – 105 unitary
quantum trajectories, each corresponding to a sample noise
path. To ensure accuracy, a large number of unitary trajectories are required, which results in an extensive computational
effort. In Ref. 关31兴, exact deterministic master equations describing the average temporal evolution of quantum systems
under Markovian noise arising from a classical multistate
noise source were derived. A similar analysis was made in
Ref. 关33兴 for a two-state noise source. As was shown in Ref.
关31兴, these master equations imply the same average dynamics as that given by the corresponding unitary quantum trajectory approach 关30兴. In the weak coupling situation, i.e.,
when the Born approximation can be assumed, the master
equations for classical noise were in fact shown to accurately
model dynamics of system coupled to certain quantum baths.
We note that a generalized set of master equations applicable
in principle also to non-Markovian noise was presented in
Ref. 关25兴.
Following Ref. 关31兴, we introduce a conditional state operator k共t兲 which corresponds to the state operator of the
system averaged over all the noise sample paths occupying
the kth state at the time instant t. The conditional state operators are normalized such that the trace of the operator
k共t兲 yields the probability of the kth noise state as Pk共t兲
= Tr关k共t兲兴. The total average state operator can be expressed
as

共t兲 = 兺 k共t兲.

共16兲

tk共t兲 =

1
关Hk共t兲, k共t兲兴 + 兺 ⌫kj j共t兲,
iប
j

共17兲

where Hk共t兲 is the Hamiltonian of the system corresponding
to the kth noise state, and ⌫kj the transition rate from the jth
to the kth state, as defined in Sec. II. Specifically, in our
one-qubit case,
1
1
Hk共t兲 = a共t兲x + bkz ,
2
2

共20兲

IV. QUANTUM MEMORY

In this section, we focus on the implementation of quantum memory, i.e., the identity operator. For the purpose of
comparison with the optimized pulse sequences, we introduce four other kinds of control schemes which generate the
identity operator.
The first reference sequence is simply not to apply any
external control pulse, i.e., a共t兲 = 0. This pulse has no compensation for decoherence or error. The second reference sequence is a constant 2 pulse given by
a2共t兲 = amax,

for t 僆 关0,2ប/amax兴.

共21兲

The third reference sequence is the composite pulse sequence
known as compensation for off-resonance with a pulse sequence 共CORPSE兲, which was originally designed to correct
systematic errors in the implementation of one-qubit quantum operations and to provide high-order control protocols
for systematic qubit bias, i.e., for the noise characteristic correlation time c → ⬁ 关35,36兴. For the identity operation, the
CORPSE pulse sequence can be obtained as

冦

amax

for 0 ⬍ t⬘ ⬍  ,

aSC2共t兲 = − amax for  ⱕ t⬘ ⱕ 3 ,
for 3 ⬍ t⬘ ⬍ 4 ,
amax

共18兲

where bk is the noise amplitude of the state k. We shall use
Ea兵其 to denote the state  evolved under the influence of
noise and the control sequence a.

1 1
+
兺 Tr关UkU†Ea兵k其兴.
2 12 k=x,y,z

We aim to find the optimal control pulses which maximize
the fidelity of the achieved quantum operation, and hence
apply a typical gradient-based optimization algorithm such
as the gradient ascent pulse engineering 共GRAPE兲 method
developed in Ref. 关34兴. If the continuous pulse profiles are
approximated by piecewise constant functions, the gradient
of the fidelity function with respect to these constant pulse
values and durations can be calculated by the chain rule. This
gradient is further used as a proportional adjustment to update the control pulse profile. The optimization procedure is
terminated when a certain desired accuracy is achieved. Note
that, due to the nonconvex nature of the problem, the
gradient-based algorithm will yield only a locally optimal
solution. We therefore subsequently vary the initial conditions to find the control pulse that achieves the highest gate
fidelity.

k

The dynamics of k is obtained from the coupled master
equations 关31兴

共19兲

冧

共22兲

where the dimensionless time t⬘ is defined as t⬘ = amaxt / ប.
In the absence of noise, the CORPSE sequence generates
the identity operator exactly although it requires twice as
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long an operation time as a 2 pulse, the second reference
pulse above. In the presence of small systematic errors, the
CORPSE sequence is much more accurate than the 2 pulse.
For example, consider a state transformation from the north
pole back to itself on the Bloch sphere. For 共t兲 ⬅ ⌬ in Eq.
共1兲, the fidelities defined in Eq. 共19兲 can be derived to be

 2 = 1 −

冉 冊 冉 冊

2 ⌬
4 amax

and

SC2 = 1 − 42

4

+O

⌬

6

冉 冊 冉 冊
⌬

amax

8

+O

共23兲

amax

⌬

amax

10

.

共24兲

We observe that the error in the fidelity of the 2 pulse is
fourth order in the relative noise strength ⌬ / amax, whereas
for the CORPSE pulse sequence it is eighth order. Thus the
CORPSE sequence is much more accurate than a 2 pulse in
correcting the effects of systematic errors on quantum
memory.
The fourth standard pulse sequence which we take as a
reference is the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill 共CPMG兲 关37兴 sequence which is designed to preserve qubit coherence. In our
context, this sequence consists of a  / 2 pulse followed by
multiple  pulses at intervals t p, followed by a final  / 2
pulse to bring the system back to the original state. This
pulse sequence is designed for dephasing time measurements
on spins, starting from the 兩0典 state. Thus one does not expect
a CPMG pulse sequence to perform as well if the initial state
is averaged over the Bloch sphere, as is done to compute a
gate fidelity.
We first present the fidelities obtained for the identity operator using the various control pulse options in the presence
of 1 / f noise. The noise model used here is the single Markovian noise source defined at the end of Sec. II. In Fig. 2,
the fidelities obtained from optimized control pulses, 2
pulse, CORPSE, CPMG, and zero pulse sequences are plotted as functions of the characteristic correlation time c of
the approximate 1 / f noise. Here, CPMG1 and CPMG2 refer
to two CPMG types of pulses with the intervals between 
pulses being  and 2, respectively. The total duration for
these pulses are all 12ប / amax. The optimal control pulse is
designed for 6, and therefore we repeat it twice. Similarly,
we repeat the 2 pulse six times, the CORPSE sequence
three times, the CPMG1 sequence three times, and the
CPMG2 sequence twice. The optimal control pulse yields
clearly the highest fidelity among all these pulses, whereas
the zero pulse sequence has the worst performance as there
are no correction mechanisms. Note that, due to motional
narrowing, all curves approach unit fidelity in the limit
c → 0.
The memory access rate is an important specification in
modern computer technology 关38兴. In our context, it corresponds to the total duration of the control pulses. Figure 3
shows the fidelity as a function of the duration for the numerically optimized control pulses. Equation 共1兲 implies that,
in the absence of noise, the quantum system will generate an
identity operator for a = amax and the duration T = 2n / amax.
In Fig. 3, we observe that, despite an overall decrease, there

FIG. 2. Fidelity of the quantum memory as a function of the
characteristic correlation time c for optimized control pulses 共black
solid兲, a 2 pulse 共black dash-dotted兲, CORPSE pulse sequence
共black dotted兲, CPMG1 pulse sequence 共black dashed兲, CPMG2
pulse sequence 共gray solid兲, and zero pulse sequence 共gray dashdotted兲. The operation time is chosen to be 12ប / amax. The noise is
produced using the multistate Markovian source defined at the end
of Sec. II.

are peaks in the fidelity near these operation times. Thus we
can regard 2n / amax as the natural periods for quantum
memory, and we always choose the total duration of control
pulses correspondingly.
Figure 4 shows the fidelity of the quantum memory as a
function of the noise strength 具兩兩典 for the optimized control
pulses, the 2 pulse, the CORPSE, CPMG1, CPMG2, and
zero pulse sequences, using a fixed value for the characteristic correlation time c = 30ប / amax. At small values of 具兩兩典
again, the optimized control pulses consistently achieve
higher fidelities than all reference pulses. However, we note
that if the noise strength exceeds ⬃0.4, the optimized pulse
sequence reduces to the zero pulse sequence, i.e., any nonzero pulse sequence will actually deteriorate the fidelity
performance.

FIG. 3. Fidelity of the quantum memory as a function of the
operation time for control pulses optimized at each point. The noise
is produced by a similar multistate Markovian source as in Fig. 2,
with characteristic correlation time c = 3ប / amax.
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FIG. 4. Fidelity of the quantum memory as a function of the
average absolute noise strength for optimized control pulses 共black
solid兲, 2 pulse 共black dash-dotted兲, CORPSE 共black dotted兲,
CPMG1 共black dashed兲, CPMG2 共gray solid兲, and zero 共gray dashdotted兲. The operation time is chosen to be 12ប / amax. Except for
its strength, the noise is produced by a similar multistate Markovian
source as in Fig. 2 with the characteristic correlation time
c = 30ប / amax.

The discussion above is based on the specific noise density spectrum 1 / f ␣ with ␣ = 1. Figure 5 shows the fidelities of
quantum memory for four optimized control pulses, each of
which is obtained for a different value of ␣. The total duration of each control pulse is fixed to 6. A systematic scaling
of the characteristic correlation time axis with respect to ␣ is
clearly visible in Fig. 5. This phenomenon is explained by
the fact that the concentration of the power spectrum of 1 / f ␣
to low frequencies, i.e., long characteristic correlation times,
increases with ␣. Hence, the curves scale down in c with
increasing ␣.
V.

NOT

GATE

FIG. 5. Fidelity of the quantum memory achieved with optimized control pulses as a function of the characteristic correlation
time c for 1 / f ␣ noise with ␣ = 1 共solid兲, 1.25 共dotted兲, 1.5 共dashdotted兲, and 1.75 共dashed兲. The operation time is chosen to be
6ប / amax. The noise is produced by a similar multistate Markovian
source as in Fig. 2 with variable values of the power ␣.

冦

− amax for 0 ⬍ t⬘ ⬍ /3,

for /3 ⱕ t⬘ ⱕ 2 ,
aSC共t兲 = amax
− amax for 2 ⬍ t⬘ ⬍ 7/3,

冧

共27兲

respectively. Both of these pulse sequences correct for systematic error, CORPSE being more efficient. However, the
operation time of short CORPSE is much shorter than that of
CORPSE, and hence it can yield higher fidelities in the presence of noise.
Figure 6 shows the NOT gate fidelities obtained by the
reference and optimized pulses in the presence of the same
1 / f noise as employed in the analysis of quantum memory in
Sec. IV. We observe that, for long enough characteristic correlation times, the composite pulse sequences provide good
error correction. Furthermore, as observed earlier for RTN

In this section, we focus on the generation of high-fidelity
gates, i.e., the x operator, under 1 / f noise. As in the
case of quantum memory, we compare the numerically optimized results with reference pulses. In this case, our first
reference pulse is the  pulse given by

NOT

a共t兲 = amax

for t 僆 关0, ប/amax兴,

共25兲

which in the absence of noise is the most efficient way of
achieving a NOT gate. In addition, we will use the two composite pulse sequences CORPSE and short CORPSE 关35,36兴
which assume here the forms

冦

amax

for 0 ⬍ t⬘ ⬍ /3,

aC共t兲 = − amax for /3 ⱕ t⬘ ⱕ 2 ,
for 2 ⬍ t⬘ ⬍ 13/3,
amax
and

冧

共26兲

FIG. 6. NOT gate fidelities as functions of the characteristic noise
correlation time c for a  pulse 共dotted兲, CORPSE 共dash-dotted兲,
short CORPSE 共dashed兲, and gradient optimized pulse sequence
共solid兲. The 1 / f noise is generated as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 7. Optimized pulse sequences yielding the highest gate
fidelities for characteristic correlation times c equal to 共a兲
45ប / amax, 共b兲 100ប / amax, and 共c兲 150ប / amax, corresponding to Fig.
6.

关30兴, for intermediate characteristic correlation times, short
CORPSE achieves the highest fidelity among the reference
pulses. Figure 7 presents the pulse sequences obtained from
the numerical optimizations for three different values of the
noise characteristic correlation time c. For the optimized
pulse sequence, we find a transition from an approximately
constant pulse to a short-CORPSE-like pulse sequence at
characteristic correlation time c ⬇ 50ប / amax. This change in
optimal pulse sequence is responsible for the apparent discontinuity in the first derivative of the fidelity curve in Fig. 6.
These results for the generation of NOT gates under 1 / f
noise are qualitatively quite similar to the previous results
presented in Refs. 关30,31兴 for a single RTN. This similarity is
due to the fact that 1 / f noise can be regarded as arising from
a sum of independent RTN fluctuators, each of which having
a similar fidelity dependence on their correlation times. Note
that the scale for the characteristic correlation time c of the
fidelity obtained in the presence of 1 / f noise in Fig. 6 is
somewhat different from the corresponding scale for the correlation time of a single RTN source, since the 1 / f noise
involves an ensemble of RTN fluctuators with a range of
correlation times.

Employing these exact deterministic master equations describing the temporal evolution of the qubit state operator
under Markovian noise, we applied a gradient-based optimization procedure to search for optimal control pulses implementing quantum operations. In particular, we studied the
physical application of quantum memory, i.e., the identity
operator, which is a fundamental concept in the realization of
a quantum computer. The optimized control pulses significantly improved the fidelity over several reference pulse sequences such as the 2, CORPSE, and CPMG pulses. We
observed peaks on fidelity curves corresponding to integer
multiples of 2ប / amax in the total durations of control
pulses, where amax is the maximum magnitude of the external control field. We also studied the performance of optimal
control pulses under 1 / f ␣ noise for several different values
of 2 ⬎ ␣ ⱖ 1, and found a monotonic behavior in the noise
frequency as a function of ␣, i.e., the fidelity curves are
scaled down in the correlation time for increasing ␣. We also
investigated how the fidelities degraded as the noise strength
increases. For the generation of high-fidelity NOT gates, we
obtained results showing qualitatively similar behavior to the
previous results presented in Refs. 关30,31兴 for a single RTN
source. In particular, just as for a single noise source, in the
presence of 1 / f ␣ noise we observed a transition in the optimal control pulse sequence from a constant pulse to a
CORPSE-like sequence as the noise characteristic correlation time c is increased.
This approach of coupled master equations indexed by
noise states of the environment together with an optimization
technique for pulse design can be readily generalized to multiple qubits evolving in the presence of 1 / f ␣ noise and other
Markovian noise sources. Hence it will be useful for protection of multiqubit gates as well as for stabilization of swapping of quantum information from a work qubit to long-term
quantum memory. Furthermore, it can be used to develop
realistic pulse sequences for mitigation of nuclear spin and
surface magnetic noise acting on donor electron spins implanted in silicon 关39兴 where the noise is considerably
weaker than the examples studied in this work, as well as for
suppression of background charge noise acting on superconducting qubits 关19兴. Applications to magnetic spin noise for
dopants in silicon 关4兴 and to protection of two-qubit gates in
coupled qubit systems are under way. Further theoretical issues of interest include extending the approach to deal with
multiple frequency decades of 1 / f ␣ noise and analysis of the
dependence of the resulting pulse sequences on the noise
amplitude distribution, as well as to non-Markovian noise
sources.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
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